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Plastic folding frame for pocket and tab mop heads with 
ErgoSwing fitting

REF. NOTES NET WEIGHT
(kg)

PCK VOLUME
(m³)

GROSS WEIGHT
(kg)

SIZE (cm)
    

0000TP0904AB  0,448 10 0,028 5,05 40x11

Use with ErgoSwing system handle, code 0000AM3045

APPLICATIONS
Mop holder especially designed for floor cleaning either with mops with flaps or with pocket mops

FEATURES
• Special shaped mop holder in order to make the insert of the mop easier
• To rinse and wring the mop with flaps, just push the red button with your foot: the frame will close to 180° and the mop will be hanging from the mop 

holder
• Just open the side flaps to release the mop
• The use of the holder together with the handle with turning grips, code 0000AM3045, significantly reduces wrist movements compared to traditional 

systems, preventing the onset of work-related illnesses
• The ErgoSwing system has been designed to accommodate movement in an S-shape, resulting in less fatigue and higher productivity
• Articulated joint for a 360° performance that allows you to easily clean hard-to-reach surfaces

MATERIAL
Polyammide

RELATED PRODUCTS

2-piece anodized aluminium telescopic handle for 
ErgoSwing system with turning grips and coloured 
insert

Cotton mop with pockets and flaps, polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside

Microfiber pocket mop with flaps, polyester 
backing, looped yarn

MASTERTUFT - cotton mop, polyester backing, 
tufting, cut outside, with pockets and flaps

DREITUFT - microfibre, cotton and polyester mop 
head, polyester backing, tufting, cut yarn outside, 
with pockets, flaps, and colour-coded tag

SMART-FUR - microfiber mop, polyester backing, 
pockets and flaps, colour-coded tags
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ENERGY-FUR - microfiber mop with nylon inserts, 
polyester backing, pockets and flaps, colour-coded 
tags

SKILL-FUR - striped microfiber mop, polyester 
backing, pockets and flaps, with colour-coded tags

ENERGY-FUR - white microfiber mop with blue 
stripes and abrasive, polyester backing, pockets 
and flaps and colour-coded tags

PRODUCT VERSIONS

Foldable plastic mop holder with pockets and flaps Foldable plastic mop holder for mops with pockets, 
flaps and Lock System joint
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